










From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: DD/591/10 Lavender Close, Lavender Road and Carnation Crescent
Date: 23 January 2022 19:03:27

Name: 
Address: 
Telephone: 
Email: 

I am NOT in favour of the Borough Councils proposals for changes to the on-street parking arrangements for
Lavender Close, Lavender Road and Carnation Crescent shown on plan DD/591/10.

The proposal is quite frankly ridiculous and will do nothing to improve anything for the area.

Nobody parks directly on the corners of lavender close/carnation crescent anyway and even if they do it doesn’t
cause any obstruction or access to the road because they park far enough off the actual corner that it’s fine.

The proposed line at the bottom of lavender close near number 16 is also ridiculous. Some cars do park here but
they are tucked up out of the way causing no obstruction to anyone with plenty of room to manoeuvre at the
bottom of the road. They park here because there is no alternative as many houses have no drive and number 16
has a drive anyway so no one parks in front of there where you propose the line to extend to.

If you put all these lines in where do these cars then park? How about instead of restricting parking even further
in an already crowded area, you look to provide alternatives? There is dead land between number 16 lavender
close and number 1 carnation crescent that could be used to park about 4 cars if converted.

There is a similar bit of dead land just off the corner of carnation crescent near number 64 that could do the
same.

Also many houses in the roads are housing association owned, how about funding is released to give these
houses driveways to take further cars off the road? It seems the solution to parking is to always make the
problem worse and just move it to surrounding roads, how about exploring the alternatives mentioned to
LESSEN the cars on the road as we all want to park our cars close to our homes for safety reasons.

This proposal is a complete waste of time and money that will only make the situation worse and probably
result in cars parking on the pavement on both sides rather than the one side currently.

Also there has never in my knowledge since living here been an accident caused by the current parking
solutions in the area, if there is no safety concerns caused by the current solution then why is there any need to
change it.

In summary:

1) I completely object to this proposal
2) It won’t improve the problem it will make it worse by further limiting parking in the area forcing it to other
also congested roads or blocking even more pavements.
3) There are alternative options such as using dead land (which is either council or housing owned both in
lavender close and carnation crescent) to create parking and funding driveways for residents especially those in
housing association properties.
4) There are no accidents caused by the current parking solution so why propose a needless change anyway,
who is it to benefit and why?

Regards

Sent from my iPhone



From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: Ref DD/591/10 ,Lavender Close Lavender Road,and Carnation Crescent
Date: 11 January 2022 14:32:54

To whom it may concern

We fully support the above proposal of the arrangements, as we find that at the top of Lavender Close and
turning into Lavender road,is always a blind spot due to large vehicles parked on the corner of both sides of the
close and the road ahead
On coming traffic is not always visible due to the obstruction of parked vehicles.I have many times had near
misses due to the poor visibility of traffic approaching me,and residents not adhering to the speed limits
During the winter months conditions are worse due to the early evenings drawing in

Thanking you

Sent from my iPad









From:
To: Parking Office
Subject: Re: DD/591/10 Lavender Close, Lavender Road, Carnation Crescent
Date: 10 January 2022 15:49:23








